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Electricity production and consumption must be balanced for the electrical grid.

However, the rapidly growing intermittent power sources are now challenging the

supply-demand balance, leading to large flexibility needs for grid management. The

plant integrating biomass gasification and reversible solid-oxide cell stacks can be

potential means of flexibility, which could flexibly switch among power generation,

power storage, and power neutral modes. This paper investigates the economic

feasibility of such grid-balancing plants, i.e., plant capital expenditure (CAPEX) target,

via a systematic overall decomposition-based methodology for real geographical zones

and flexibility-need scenarios. The plant CAPEX target (e/ref-stack) is defined as the

maximum affordable investment cost for each reference stack (active cell area 5,120

cm2). The results show that, for a 5-year payback time, 5-year stack lifetime, and 40

e/MWh grid balancing price, the plant concept with 10–100 MWth gasifier has high

economic potential with target reaching 17,000 e/ref-stack; however, the plant concept

with 100–1,000 MWth gasifier has a limited commercialization potential with the target

reaching below 1,000 e/ref-stack due to high biomass supply costs. Considering the

sale of chemical product, plant CAPEX target can reach up to 22,000 and 3,000–12,000

e/ref-stack for the plants with 10–100 and 100–1,000 MWth, respectively. The plant

CAPEX target is decreased by increasing the total capacities of all plants deployed

since more and more capacities will be put into power neutral mode (isolated from the

electrical grid) via the coordination of multiple plants. The plant CAPEX target can be

further increased by higher grid up/down-regulating price and longer payback years.

Keywords: biomass-to-chemical, grid balancing, biomass-to-electricity, reversible solid-oxide cell, economic

feasibility, plant capital expenditure target
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1. INTRODUCTION

Sustainable renewable energy sources are urgently required to
satisfy the rapidly growing energy demand and limit greenhouse
gas emissions. The penetration of renewables in the global
electricity supply has reached a record of 27% in 2019 and is
expected to be 49% in 2030 (IEA, 2020). This rapid growth
is largely contributed by wind and solar power (IRE Agency,
2014). The high penetration of the intermittent renewables
challenges the electricity market in terms of supply-demand
balance, transient and frequency stability, thus the Transmission
System Operators (TSOs) will require large flexibility needs for
grid management. In Denmark, with a 10 GW offshore wind
plant built, the grid flexibility needs will vary between a power
shortage of 8 GW to a power surplus of 20 GW (Energinet, 2020).

There is a portfolio of supply- and demand-side options for

advanced TSOs evolving toward high flexibility by means of,
e.g., flexible power generators as a capacity reserve, demand-
side management, cross-region interconnections, and crucial

alternative energy storage (Koltsaklis et al., 2017). Particularly,
when the penetration of renewable power becomes high enough
that energy is no longer a limiting factor, while thermal power
plants and nuclear power plants will still give a firm supply

and not be dispatched frequently, there will be a considerable
power surplus (Energinet, 2020). The excess electricity could
be addressed by energy storage technologies, which store
excess energy and release it when needed. A renewable energy
penetration of up to 50% can be addressed in Texas by employing
a storage capacity of average daily energy demand, which is 15%
higher than only employing flexible power generators as reserve
(Denholm and Hand, 2011).

Various energy storage technologies are available. Currently,
physical storage options, including pumped-hydro storage and
thermal storage, are dominating, i.e., 50% of the global flexibility
needs (European Commission, 2016); however, they are generally
limited by geographical and environmental restrictions, or low
energy conversion efficiency (Frate et al., 2021). Electrochemical
storage options, particularly lithium batteries and flow batteries,
have gained large development and reached commercialization.
Batteries can participate in primary frequency response and
also energy management (Lee et al., 2019), expected to
account for 25% of the 2030 flexibility needs in Belgium
(Elia, 2019). However, large-scale, long-term energymanagement
may be better handled by electrolysis-based power-to-hydrogen
technologies, which convert excess electricity to hydrogen and its
derivatives. The stored chemical energy can be converted back
to electricity via fuel-to-power. This energy storage-release cycle
is named as power-to-x-to-power (PXP). It has been expected
that over 20% of Danish electricity will be converted to hydrogen
or hydrogen-based fuels in 2030 for the down-regulation of the
electrical grid (Energinet, 2020), while the fuels generated can
be converted to electricity for the up-regulation of the grid, or
injected to chemical and transportation sectors.

Economic flexibility of power-to-hydrogen system for down-
regulation of the grid has been investigated in the literature,
which mainly focuses on the systems enabled by proton exchange
membrane or alkaline electrolyzers (Jorgensen and Ropenus,

2008; Paulus and Borggrefe, 2011; Kroniger and Madlener,
2014; Guinot et al., 2015; Grueger et al., 2017). The power-to-
hydrogen systems can hardly be economically viable due to (1)
low hydrogen production efficiency of 65% (lower heat value,
LHV) (Grueger et al., 2017), (2) high investment cost 3,400
e/kW (Jorgensen and Ropenus, 2008; Guinot et al., 2015), and
(3) expensive hydrogen storage (Kroniger and Madlener, 2014).
Those power-to-hydrogen systems for down-regulation of the
grid can further attach a hydrogen-to-power system for up-
regulation of the grid via fuel cells. However, using proton
exchange membrane fuel cell for Germany secondary control
reserve market is also not economically potential (Grueger et al.,
2017), because (1) the threshold of hydrogen price is calculated to
be 1.1 e/kg, which is far from the current market price (around
5 e/kg; Apostolou, 2020); and (2) the annual equivalent full-load
hours are as low as 150 h, due to the expensive bidding balance
service using hydrogen.

The investment costs of PXP are mainly contributed by the
fuel cell and electrolyzer stacks, which could be largely reduced
by employing solid-oxide technology. The same solid-oxide stack
can operate “reversibly” by switching between fuel cell mode
and electrolysis mode. Thus, the solid-oxide cell can also be
called reversible solid-oxide cell (RSOC) and enables a single
RSOC-based plant to work for power generation (PowGen)
or power storage (PowSto) at different time periods. This
reversible operation of the same plant can potentially (1) enhance
the utilization hours, (2) reduce the total capital expenditure
(CAPEX), (3) achieve high round-trip efficiency of 55–70%
(LHV) (Butera et al., 2020; Mogensen, 2020; Motylinski et al.,
2021), and (4) utilize hydrocarbons as fuels directly, such as
methane (Mogensen, 2020) and methanol (Butera et al., 2020)
to avoid expensive hydrogen storage. Additional CO2 sources
needed for the case of hydrogen derivatives can be solved by
combining the biomass with RSOC systems.

Using renewable, carbon-neutral, and widely available
biomass, RSOC-based plants are potential to provide
grid balancing services, which is called as Waste2GridS
(Waste2GridS, 2020) (W2G) plants. In the literature, only a
few case studies of such a plant concept can be found, e.g.,
RSOC-based plants for power generation and power storage
fueled by wood chips (Sigurjonsson and Clausen, 2018) or
municipal solid wastes (Perna et al., 2018) with an improvement
in Butera et al. (2020), where four operating modes are proposed
to cope with different grid flexibility needs. These studies focus
mainly on the thermodynamic perspective. The authors have
recently proposed a triple-mode plant concept for grid balancing
in Wang L. et al. (2020) by connecting the sectors of electrical
grid, gas grid, and chemical market (Figure 1). The plant concept
integrates biomass/waste gasification and RSOC technology, and
can interact with or be isolated from the electrical grid as capacity
reserves, thus is capable of non-stop operation all year round.
The optimal conceptual plant design has been investigated by
focusing on the thermodynamic performances, leading to an
application-free pool of optimal plant designs.

This paper is a follow-up of our previous study (Wang L.
et al., 2020). The objective is to evaluate in a systematically
manner from both the technological and application viewpoints,
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FIGURE 1 | Grid balancing services provided by the W2G concept.

the economic feasibility of the W2G plants in 2030, with
a decomposition-based optimization method. The maximum
affordable plant CAPEX, named as plant CAPEX target, is
evaluated by considering (1) different conversion technology
combinations, (2) different geographical zones, (3) different
magnitudes of grid flexibility needs, (4) a number of plant design
alternatives, (5) optimal plant sizing and cooperative operation of
multiple plants, and (6) minimum cost for biomass supply chain.
Sensitivity analysis of key influencing factors are also performed,
including (1) grid regulating prices, (2) payback time of capital
expenditure, and (3) revenue from chemical product sale.

The remaining paper is organized as follows: In section 2,
the W2G plant is introduced with the description of plant
concept. Then, method for evaluating the economic feasibility
of W2G plants is described in section 3 with the overall method
introduced first followed by detailed mathematical formulations.
In section 4, the applications of W2G plants for addressing grid
flexibility needs are specified. Economic feasibility ofW2G plants
in applications is discussed comprehensively in section 5. Finally,
conclusions are drawn in section 6.

2. CONCEPT OF THE TRIPLE-MODE
GRID-BALANCING PLANT

The generic plant concept proposed in our previous work (Wang
L. et al., 2020) is illustrated in Figure 2. The plant is comprised
of the processes of onsite biomass pretreatment, gasification,
syngas cleaning, RSOC stacks, methanation, heat exchanger
network, and steam turbine network for heat recovery. The
biomass is pretreated and gasified to produce syngas, which
is further cleaned in the cleaning section. The clean syngas
is fed to the RSOC-methanation subsystems for electricity or
methane production.

The biomass pretreatment, gasification, and syngas cleaning
sections are considered to operate at full load all the time with
no load shifting, so that the same amount of clean syngas can be
produced continuously for the RSOC-methanation subsystems.
The mode switch of the plant is enabled by the change
of operating modes of the RSOC-methanation subsystems.
Specifically, the RSOC subsystems involves two RSOC blocks,
whose coordination as shown in Figure 2 enables the switch
among the PowGen, PowSto, and PowNeu modes:

• PowGen mode: biomass-to-electricity with both RSOC blocks
under the fuel cell mode, offering up-regulation service.

• PowSto mode: biomass-to-chemicals with both RSOC blocks
under electrolyzer mode powered by electricity, offering
down-regulation service.

• PowNeu mode: biomass-to-chemical with one RSOC block
under fuel cell mode to power the other block under
electrolyzer mode for chemical production. The plant is not
interacted with the electrical grid.

The thermodynamic performance is affected by multiple degrees
of freedom of plant designs, including (1) the combination of
gasification technology (entrained flow gasifier or circulating
fluidized bed gasifier), syngas cleaning technology (hot/cold),
electrolysis mode (steam electrolysis or co-electrolysis), (2) the
design operating points of the key components, particularly
the stacks (under both fuel cell and electrolyzer modes),
(3) optimal heat cascade utilization, and (4) the optimal
placement of steam turbine network. Two gasifier options were
considered: entrained-flow gasifier with direct heating (EFG) for
large-scale applications (100–1,000 MWth), and fast internally
circulating fluidized-bed (FICFB) for medium-scale applications
(10–100 MWth).

These degrees of freedom of process design have been
considered in the optimal conceptual plant design performed
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in Wang L. et al. (2020), which employed a well-established
multi-period, multi-objective process optimization method. The
optimization considers three objective functions: the PowGen
efficiency, the PowSto efficiency, and the specific cell area needed
to process 1 kW-LHV dry basis biomass. A pool of optimal Pareto
designs is obtained, revealing the trade-off between the three
objectives. Thus, for different plant designs, the plants with the
same stack size can provide up- and down-regulation services at
different capacities.

3. METHOD FOR IDENTIFYING POTENTIAL
CASE STUDIES

3.1. Overall Method
For the deployment of W2G plants, a case study must
based on a specific geographical zone to consider realistic
(or reasonably predicted) grid flexibility needs and biomass
availability. However, it is difficult to simultaneously consider
the non-linear programming for optimal conceptual plant
design and the mixed-integer programming for optimal plant
scheduling to cope with a specific imbalance profile, not even to
mention the computation-expensive supply chain optimization.
Thus, an overall decomposition-based methodology has been
initially proposed by Wang L. et al. (2020) and is slightly adapted
as shown in Figure 3. The method involves the following seven
steps with detailed described in Wang L. et al. (2020):

• Step 1: Assessment of future grid flexibility needs of the specific
geographical zones, referring to Olsen et al. (2020),

• Step 2: Assessment of future biomass availability (i.e., a
geodatabase with biomass weight, characteristics and location
coordinates) of the specific geographical zones, referring to
Laínez et al. (2011), Pérez-Fortes et al. (2014), and Puigjaner
(2011),

• Step 3: Generation of plant design pool and preselection of
plant design, referring to Wang L. et al. (2020),

• Step 4: Optimal design selection, and plant sizing and
scheduling to maximize the profits from grid-balancing
services when addressing the grid flexibility needs identified
in step 1,

• Step 5: Minimization of biomass supply chain cost given the
plant sizes resulted from step 4,

• Step 6: Evaluation of the economic indicator, i.e., Plant CAPEX
Target, by considering the profits (step 4) and costs (step 5),

• Step 7: Business case evaluation with actual plant CAPEX
evaluation to determine the economic prerequisites for
potential business cases.

This work focuses on the step 4–6, i.e., red-colored task in
Figure 3 to calculate the plant CAPEX target, so that potential
case studies can be listed. The step 4 performs (1) optimal design
selection fromdesign pool, (2) optimal sizing and scheduling (i.e.,
mode switch) of the plants deployed, and (3) optimal capacity
and scheduling of the auxiliaries, particularly the oxygen tank.
Particularly, the deployment of multiple plants are considered
to increase the profits from the grid balancing services. Thus,
it concludes the grid-balancing profits, and the corresponding

design, size, and operation of each plant. Then, for each plant
with its size obtained, the costs of biomass supply chain are
minimized in step 6 to enhance the economic feasibility and
determine the plant location. Then, the maximum affordable
plant investment cost, i.e., the Plant CAPEX Target (e/ref-stack)
defined as the maximum affordable total plant investment costs
divided by the equivalent number of reference stacks (ref-stack,
each with 5,120 cm2 active cell area) of all plants deployed in a
case study, can be calculated for a payback time of l years:

Plant CAPEX target (l)

=
Profit (l)− biomass supply chain cost (l)

Total number of reference stacks of all plants installed
. (1)

The plant CAPEX target is an economic index of the W2G
plant, including the investment costs of components employed
in the RSOC blocks and biomass gasification. Those case
studies with high plant CAPEX target are considered to be
economically potential, and each case study provides exact
information on geographical zones (grid flexibility needs and
biomass availability), the plants deployed (design, location, size,
and operation), and biomass supply chain.

3.2. Mathematical Formulations
The mathematical formulations for step 4, optimal plant design
selection and optimal plant sizing and scheduling, are presented
in this section. To reduce the computation efforts, the hourly
imbalance profiles with 8,760 points are processed to typical days.

3.2.1. Objective Function
The profit of the W2G plants deployed for l payback years
(Equation 2) is associated with (1) the revenue from grid-
balancing services Rbal

d,i
, e, (2) additional revenue (positive) or

cost (negative) of oxygen trade with the chemical market R
oxy

d,i
,

e, and (3) the cost of oxygen storage tank Rtank, e:

Profit (l) =
∑

l

∑

d,i αd

(

Rbal
d,i

+ R
oxy

d,i

)

(

1+ k
)l

− Rtank (2)

where αd is the repetition time of the typical day d in an entire
year, i is the hour in a day, and r is the interest rate (0.05).

The revenue from grid-balancing services Rbal
d,i

can be
calculated by the balancing energy Eu,d,i,n (MWh) and
the regulating price θ

bal
n (e/MWh) for both PowGen and

PowSto modes:

Rbald,i =
∑

u,n

θ
bal
n Eu,d,i,n (3)

where n represents PowGen, PowSto, or PowNeu mode, u is the
index of plant design in the design pool.

The additional oxygen revenue is calculated based on the trade
with market, outflow Fout

td,i
, inflow Fin

td,i
, kg/h, and the oxygen price

θ
oxy, e/kg:

R
oxy

d,i
= θ

oxy
(

Foutd,i − Find,i

)

(4)
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FIGURE 2 | The generic concept of W2G plant (Wang L. et al., 2020). The chemical produced in the PowSto and PowNeu modes is synthesis natural gas, due to the

existing large infrastructure.

FIGURE 3 | The decomposition-based method to identify potential business cases for the triple-mode grid-balancing plants, adapted from Wang L. et al. (2020).
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The cost of oxygen storage tank Rtankis evaluated by the tank
capacitym (kg) and the tank price θ

tank (e/kg):

Rtank = θ
tankm (5)

3.2.2. Constraints
The grid balancing power provided by the plants deployed at
each time step (d, i) is calculated based on the mode and capacity
of each plant, and only mode switch but no load shifting is
considered:

Pu,d,i,n = YuruṖu,nZu,d,i,n (6)

where Ṗu,n (MW) is the capacity of the plant using design u in
mode n (PowGen or PowSto), the binary variable Yu represents
whether the design u is selected or not, ru is the sizing factor
scaling from the reference size of the design to the size of the
actual plant deployed, and the binary variable Zu,d,i,n represents
the status of the PowGen and PowSto modes. The coordination
among multiple plants is considered by employing multiple
plants U:

∑

u

Yu = U (7)

The grid balancing power provided by the plants in the PowGen
and PowSto modes should be lower than the up-regulation and
down-regulation needs P̂d,i,n (MW):

∑

u

Pu,d,i,n ≤ P̂d,i,n (8)

The status of each plant is unique in a time step (d, i):

∑

n

YuZu,d,i,n = 1 (9)

The oxygen storage level m̄d,i (kg) in the gas tank is limited by the
tank capacitym (kg):

m̄d,i ≤ m (10)

The storage level of the tank in time (d, i) is related to the the level
in previous hour (d, i−1) and the oxygen generated/consumed by
plants (F

gen

d,i
, Fcon

d,i
, kg/h), and the trade with the chemical market

(Fin
d,i
, Fout

d,i
, kg/h):

m̄d,i = m̄d,i−1 + F
gen

d,i
− Fcond,i + Find,i − Foutd,i (11)

The oxygen production and generation in time step (d, i)
are calculated based on the design value ṁ, kg/h, and the
sizing factor:

F
gen

d,i
=

∑

u,n

ṁ
gen
u,nYuZu,d,i,nru (12)

Fcond,i =
∑

u,n

ṁcon
u,n YuZu,d,i,nru (13)

The storage levels in the first and the last hour in each typical day
are set to be equal for continuous operation of the storage tanks:

m̄d,i=1 = m̄d,i=24 (14)

4. APPLICATION

Existing wind and solar extreme zones (with a high penetration
of variable renewable energy sources) in Europe (e.g., Denmark
and Italy) are identified to provide typical grid flexibility needs.
The zones in-and-around the electricity market zones DK-
DK1 (northern Denmark) and IT-SUD (southern Italy), as
shown in Figure 4A, are selected for deploying the overall
methodology (section 3) to determine the economic feasibility
of the W2G plants. The W2G plants are expected to provide
up-regulation under the PowGen mode (biomass-to-electricity),
down-regulation under the PowStomode (biomass-to-chemical),
or reserve capacity under the PowNeu mode (biomass-to-
chemical). All evaluations are for the timeline 2030.

4.1. Grid Flexibility Needs
The theoretical flexibility needs in 2030 of the two zones have
been predicted in Olsen et al. (2020) based on historical data and
available forecast data by using the multi-timescale data-driven
method. The hourly profiles (365 days, 8,760 values) are clustered
into a set of typical days using the k-means method developed in
Fazlollahi et al. (2014) to reduce the number of data points and
hence the computational load. The theoretical flexibility needs of
DK-DK1, IT-SUD in 2030 represented by typical days are shown
in Figure 4B, which vary within -6–2 GW and -7–3 GW.

Real grid flexibility needs to be coped by the W2G plants
will be smaller or even much smaller than the theoretical
flexibility needs, due to multiple flexibility means. In 2030, cross-
country interconnections are expected to play an important
role in coping with the flexibility needs, while conventional
technologies will not be completely replaced by new technologies,
as agreed by several TSOs (European Commission, 2016; Elia,
2019; Energinet, 2020). Unfortunately, Terna (the Italian TSO)
and Energinet (the Danish TSO) have not provided their official
prediction for the real flexibility needs for 2030.

The grid flexibility needs addressed by the W2G plants are
thus scaled from the theoretical flexibility needs, with the sizing
factors taken from the Adequacy and Flexibility Study of Belgian
TSO (Elia, 2019), which predicts the 2030 flexibility needs of
Belgium. It is reported that in 2030, 34% of the up-regulation
and 32% of the down-regulation can be handled by cross-
country interconnections. Considering also batteries and classical
thermal power plants, only 14% of the up-regulation and 30%
of the down-regulation may be handled by the W2G plants and
other competing technologies. Thus, two scenarios are defined to
represent the flexibility needs for the W2G technology:

• S1: excluding interconnections: 66% of theoretical up-
regulation needs and 68% of theoretical down-regulation
needs,

• S2: excluding interconnections, batteries, and classic plants:
14% of theoretical up-regulation needs and 30% of theoretical
down-regulation needs.
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FIGURE 4 | The grid flexibility needs: (A) Geographic locations and (B) theoretical and scaled flexibility needs.

FIGURE 5 | The pool of plant design with FICFB and EFG option: (A) PowGen efficiency vs. specific cell area (B) PowSto efficiency vs. specific cell area.

The theoretical flexibility needs and the two scenarios defined
have been given in Figure 4B. The scenarios S1 and S2 will result
in the deployment of W2G plants at different scales. Considering
the economy of scale, a capacity factor x is introduced to set
a basis for the comparison of the deployment under the two
scenarios. It represents the contribution of the W2G plants
installed to address the target flexibility needs:

x =

∑

n,u YuruṖu,n
∑

nmax(P̂d,i,n)
, (15)

with the symbols introduced for Equation (6).

4.2. Biomass Availability
Available biomass in-and-around the specific zones are assessed
considering the resources of the zones. In IT-SUD, the main
available biomass comes from agriculture residues, forestry, and
municipal solid waste (organic, paper, and wood). The amount
of the available biomass in 2030 is predicted by a geodatabase
built based on the future Europe directives in The European
Parliament and The Council Of The European Union (2018),
with energy (LHV) evaluated as 19 TWhth in 2030. In DK-DK1,

agricultural residues, forestry, and municipal solid waste organic
fractions are available, which are able to supply 22 TWhth in 2030
referring to work in S2Biom project (S2Biom, 2016). The detailed
distributions of each type of biomass are fed to the optimization
of biomass supply chain.

4.3. Plant Design
The 27 plant designs considered in step 4–6 are preselected
from the Pareto-front obtained in our previous study (Wang L.
et al., 2020). These designs consider the trade-off between specific
cell area m2/kW-LHV biomass, PowGen efficiency and PowSto
efficiency, as shown in Figure 5.

The characteristics of each design used for optimal
deployment (step 4 in Figure 3) include:

• Specific PowGen capacity: Net electricity generation, kWe/ref-
stack,

• Specific PowSto capacity: Total electricity consumption,
kWe/ref-stack,

• Oxygen consumed/generated in each mode, (kg/h)/ref-stack,
• Synthesis natural gas (SNG) produced in each mode,

(kg/h)/ref-stack,
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• Biomass energy need, in MWth/ref-stack.

4.4. Key Assumptions
The key economic parameters specified in the optimal plant
deployment are given in Table 1.

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The economic feasibility of the W2G plants is evaluated with the
plant CAPEX target (e/ref-stack), with an overview given first
and a subsequent investigation of the effects of the influential
factors.

5.1. Overview of the Plant CAPEX Target
The plant CAPEX targets (Equation 1) with respect to the
capacity factor x (Equation 15) are shown in Figure 6 for
a payback time of 5 years, a stack lifetime of 5 years,
different flexibility-need scenarios and plant technologies. The
longest acceptable duration of the W2G plants is set as 5
years, which approaches the stack lifetime of cutting-edge
technologies (SOLIDpower, 2017). Overall, the FICFB-based
W2G plants with typical gasifier size of 10–100 MWth biomass
feed with the installed capacity factor x below 8% show high
economic-potential, with the plant CAPEX target reaching over
16,000 e/ref-stack. While the EFG based W2G plant with typical
gasifier size of 100–1,000 MWth biomass feed can hardly be
economically feasible due to the low and even negative plant
CAPEX target. The FICFB-based W2G plant achieves a plant
CAPEX target of 2,000–17,000 e/ref-stack, which is significantly
higher than that of the EFG based plant (i.e., -5,000 to 1,000
e/ref-stack). This is mainly due to the profit from grid-balancing
services and the costs of biomass supply, which will be further
analyzed below.

The plant CAPEX target decreases with the increase in the
capacity factor x, i.e., an increase in the plant capacities for a given
imbalance to be handled. Particularly, when the capacity factor
of the FICFB-based W2G plant is around 3%, the plant CAPEX
target can be up to 17,000 e/ref-stack for the case study SUD-S1.
Increasing the capacity factor to 10%, the plant CAPEX target is
sharply decreased to 5,000 e/ref-stack.

For the plants with the same gasification technology, there
is no big difference in plant CAPEX target among different
magnitudes of grid flexibility needs (S1 and S2) and different
zones (DK-DK1 or IT-SUD). For the FICFB-based W2G plant,
the variation of plant CAPEX targets among different cases with
similar sizes of plants deployed is less than 1,000 e/ref-stack.

Referring to the definitions of plant CAPEX target
(Equations 1 and 2), the major influential factors leading to
such observations are (1) the total size of all plants deployed,
represented by the total number of reference stacks employed,
(2) the revenue from grid balancing services, (3) the costs of
onsite oxygen storage, (4) the cost/revenue from oxygen trade
with the chemical market, and (5) the costs of biomass supply.
The effects of these factors will be further discussed below.

TABLE 1 | Parameters specifications.

Parameters Description Fixed value References

θ
bal
PowGen/θ

bal
PowSto Regulating price, e/MWh 40 Skytte, 1999

θ
oxy,in/θoxy,out Oxygen price, e/kg 0.1/0.06 Bellotti et al., 2017

θ
tank Oxygen tank price, e/kg 8 Wang C. et al., 2020

FIGURE 6 | Plant CAPEX target of the case studies with different plant

technologies, geographical zones, and flexibility-need scenarios. Note the

profit from methane sale is not considered in this figure. The reference stack is

defined as a stack with a total active cell area of 5,120 cm2.

5.2. Plant Operation
The W2G plants switch between PowGen and PowSto modes to
interact with the grid by providing or consuming electricity. Since
the W2G plant is set to operate full load under all modes, when
the grid flexibility needs are lower than the PowGen or PowSto
capacities of a plant, the plant will be put under PowNeu mode.
The optimal operating strategy of the W2G plants for SUD-S2
is taken as an example as shown in Figure 7. The maximum
flexibility needs are 450 MWe for up-regulation and 2,200 MWe
for down regulation.

For FICFB-based W2G plant (Figure 7A), the power capacity
of the plant is limited to 10–100 MWth biomass feed. When
employing a single plant, the optimal plant capacity is with a
gasifier capacity of 100MWth providing 60MWe for the PowGen
mode and 160MWe for the PowSto mode. Such power capacities
are far below the grid flexibility needs, with the capacity factor of
only 3%. Thus, the plant is rarely put into PowNeu mode due to
the constraint of grid flexibility needs (Equation 8).

For EFG-basedW2Gplant (Figure 7B) with a capacity of 100–
1,000 MWth biomass feed, seven plants can provide 760 MWe
for the PowGen mode and 2,270 MWe for the PowSto mode,
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FIGURE 7 | Dispatch of the plant deployed to cope with the flexibility needs in

SUD-S2: (A) single FICFB-based plant, (B) seven EFG-based plants.

reaching a capacity factor of up to 110%. Over 90% grid flexibility
needs are covered by the cooperative operation of plants, as
shown in Figure 7B; however, this coordination also increases the
operating hours of PowNeu mode.

The utilization hours of the PowNeu mode increase with the
increasing capacity factor x, i.e., the increased capacity of all
plants deployed. This remains the same for different geographical
zones (DK1 and SUD) and magnitudes of flexibility needs (S1,
S2) as shown in Figure 8. For the FICFB-based plant, the annual
utilization hour of the PowNeumode of scenario S1 is lower than
that of scenario S2. For the scenario S1, the annual utilization
hours of the PowNeu mode are within 300–1,900 h with capacity
factors in 3–25%; Under the scenario S2 with less flexibility needs,
the capacity factors are increased to 8–60%, resulting in an annual
PowNeu operation of 600–3,600 h. For the EFG-based plant, the
annual PowNeu utilization hours reach over 2,500 h and even up
to 6,500 h, because larger EFG-based plants allow for coping with
larger flexibility needs and thus higher profit, with the capacity
factor achieving 27–200%.

5.3. Profit
The profits of the W2G plants defined in Equation (2) are
affected by (1) the revenue from providing grid flexibility, (2)
the cost/revenue from oxygen trade, and (3) the cost of oxygen
storage tank. The maximum profits under different geographical
zones and magnitudes of flexibility needs are illustrated in
Figure 9. Increasing the total capacities of all plants deployed
with an increase in the number of plant, the maximum profit
obtained by 1 MWhth biomass will be decreased. This is mainly
due to the high utilization of PowNeu mode under high capacity
factor. High annual PowNeu utilization hours indicate low
utilization of the PowSto and PowGen modes. This results in a
reduced profit, due to that (1) there is no extra grid balancing

x

FIGURE 8 | Average annual utilization hours of the PowNeu mode with the

case of FICFB-based plants highlighted.

FICFB

EFGP
ro

fi
t,

 €
/M

W
h

th

DK1

SUD

S1

S2

FIGURE 9 | Maximum profit of W2G plants under different scenarios.

gain under the PowNeu mode and (2) the PowNeu mode reaches
a lower efficiency than the PowSto and PowGen modes.

The profit of the FICFB-based plants is from 40 e/MWhth
(capacity factor 25% for DK1 and 20% for SUD) to 130e/MWhth
(capacity factor 4% for DK1, 3% for SUD) of scenario S1, and
from 30 e/MWhth (capacity factor of 60% for DK1, and 45%
for SUD) to 130 e/MWhth (capacity factor 10% for DK1 and
8% for SUD) from scenario S2. The revenue from addressing
the flexibility needs contributes over 75% of the profits, with
the remaining part contributed by oxygen sale. Increasing the
capacity factor, the contribution of oxygen sale is increased
from 6 to 25% due to the utilization of PowNeu mode. For the
FICFB-based plant, the plants have oxygen generation on the
PowNeu mode. For the EFG-based plant, the profits are lower,
6–21 e/MWhth due to high utilization hours of PowNeu mode
as shown in Figure 8, and higher oxygen consumption of the
PowNeu mode.

5.4. Biomass Supply Chain Cost
The costs of biomass supply chain, considering biomass
collection from geographical zones, pre-treatment, and storage,
should be minimized. The superstructure-based method
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x

FIGURE 10 | The proportion of biomass supply chain cost on profit with the

FICFB-based plant highlighted.

presented in Puigjaner (2011), Laínez et al. (2011), and Pérez-
Fortes et al. (2014) is adopted. Biomass is required all the time as
long as the W2G plants are under operation, based on the plant
concept in Figure 2. For the FICFB-based plant, the costs of
biomass supply chain account for 10–50% of the profits as shown
in Figure 10, supplying 1–6 TWhth biomass a year. For the larger
EFG-based plant, the annual biomass needs are sharply increased
to 5–37 TWh/year, costing at least 75% of the profit and even
five times more than the profit. Such big biomass supply costs
make the EFG-based plants hardly economically-feasible. When
the biomass collection is over 10 TWh/year, biomass production
costs, i.e., dry and storage, will be significantly increased, since
biomass with a lower LHV and high moisture content has to be
chosen. Moreover, when biomass need cannot be satisfied by the
available waste in the zones considered, i.e., 19 TWhth/year in
DK-DK1 and 22 TWh/year in IT-SUD, additional biomass has
to be collected from the neighboring zones with potentially high
transportation costs.

5.5. Sensitivity Analysis
This section presents a sensitivity analysis with respect to
grid regulating price, payback time, and the revenue from
SNG sale. Those parameters are critical for determining the
economic feasibility.

5.5.1. Regulating Price and Payback Time
The plant CAPEX target is evaluated with a up/down-regulating
price of 20–80 e/MWh (Skytte, 1999) and a payback time of 1–4
years as shown in Figure 11 for the case SUD-S1 with a capacity
factor of 9%.

The plant CAPEX target decreases if reducing the up/down-
regulating prices or the payback time. It may reach 8,600 e/ref-
stack with 5 payback years if the regulating price is up to 80
e/MWh. While, if the regulating price is down to 20 e/MWh,
the plant CAPEX target should be lower than 700 e/ref-stack
to have the chance of being profitable for a 1-year payback
time. The plant CAPEX target evaluated with a payback time
of 1–4 years is affected by the oxygen tank costs incurred in
the first year and the sum of the revenue from providing grid

x

FIGURE 11 | Plant CAPEX target with different payback years and regulating

prices for the cases of SUD-S1.

balancing service occurring before reaching the set payback year.
With a grid balancing price of 20 e/MWh, the plant CAPEX
targets are reduced from 3,300 e/ref-stack for a payback time
of 5 years to 1,400 e/ref-stack for a payback time of 2 years.
However, even under the most potential situation (80 e/MWh,
five payback years), the cases of employing three plants is less
economically-competitive than those with one single plant.

5.5.2. Revenue From SNG Sale
The revenue from the sale of SNG generated during the PowSto
and PowNeumodes will further enhance the economic feasibility
of the case studies, as shown in Figure 12. The FICFB-based plant
achieves a higher plant CAPEX target than the EFG option under
the same scenario. The plant CAPEX target is in 8,000–22,000
e/ref-stack for the FICFB-based plant but is limited to 12,000
e/ref-stack for the EFG-based plant, which can even be down
to 3,000 e/ref-stack. The plant CAPEX target also decreases as
the increase of plant capacities deployed. There is still no big
difference in the plant CAPEX target among different zones and
different flexibility-need scenarios when using the same gasifier
type and plant number.

6. CONCLUSIONS

The economic feasibility of a novel grid-balancing plants
integrating biomass gasification and reversible solid-oxide cell
stacks is evaluated by the plant CAPEX target, defined as
the maximum affordable plant investment cost (e/ref-stack, a
reference stack with 5,120 cm2 active cell area). A decomposition-
based methodology is implemented to calculate the economic
indicator considering different grid flexibility needs, biomass
availability, and plant designs. The profit from providing grid-
balancing services is maximized by cooperating multiple plants,
which vary in plant design, size, and operation. Further, with
the minimization of biomass supply chain, the plant CAPEX
target is carried out for a set of cases in different geographical
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FIGURE 12 | Plant CAPEX target recalculated by considering the revenue from

SNG sale to market, considering the price of SNG being 0.6 e/kg (IEA, 2019).

zones (DK1, SUD) and flexibility-need scenarios. The key
conclusions are:

• The plants with the size of 10–100 MWth are potential to
realize high economic feasibility with the plant CAPEX target
reaching up to 17,000 e/ref-stack (5-year payback time, 5-
year stack lifetime, and 40e/MWh regulating price). Counting
the chemical-sale profit, plant CAPEX target can even reach
22,000 e/ref-stack.

• The plants with the size of 100–1,000 MWth are much less
economically feasible due to the high biomass supply chain
costs, which take at least 70% of and even more than the profit
gained from energy balancing of the grid. The plant CAPEX
target of the plants of such sizes is 3,000–12,000 e/ref-stack
with the gain from the sale of synthesis natural gas.

• For the plant enabled by the same type of gasification
technology, there is no big difference in plant CAPEX
target in different zones and flexibility-need scenarios. The
plant CAPEX target can be further increased by higher grid
up/down regulating price and longer payback years.

• The economic feasibility is affected by their contribution
to address the targeted grid flexibility needs. The higher
the contribution, the more plant capacities deployed will
be coordinated to operate under the PowNeu mode. The
increased annual utilization hours of the PowNeumode, which
does not gain from energy-balancing services, cause a decrease
in the plant CAPEX target.

The plant CAPEX should be calculated in future work based on
the process flow diagram and the component sizes of each plant
deployed. Comparison of the plant CAPEX and plant CAPEX
target can further reveal the economic feasibility of W2G plants.
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NOMENCLATURE

Abbreviations

CAPEX Capital expenditure

DK1 Northern Denmark

EFG Entrained-flow gasifier

FICFB Fast internally circulating fluidized-bed

LHV Lower heat value

PowGen Power generation

PowNeu Power neutral

PowSto Power storage

PXP Power-to-x-to-power

RSOC Reversible solid-oxide cell

SNG Synthesis natural gas

SUD Southern Italy

TSO Transmission System Operator

W2G Waste2GridS

Mathematical Symbols

α Repetition time

ṁ Plant design oxygen production/consumption

ṗ Plant design capacity

P̂ Grid balancing need

m Oxygen tank storage level

θ Price

E Energy flow

F Mass flow

k Interest rate

l Payback year

m Tank capacity

P Power

R Revenue/cost

r Sizing factor of plant design

U Plant number

Y Plant selection

Z Plant operating status

Subscripts

d Typical day

i Time step

n Plant mode

u Plant design

bal Balance service

con Oxygen consumption

gen Oxygen generation

oxy Oxygen
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